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36  KEYS FOR CULTIVATING LEADERSHIP  
FOR TIMES OF CHAOS  

2016  LEADER’S SUMMIT -  GRAHAM COOKE 

 

Key 1  Almost every nation in the world is operating out of a broken system filled with the evidence 
of chaos. 

Key 2  There is an absence of Kingdom leaders in the earth and we must rise to this challenge. 

Key 3  The crisis of the day define our battlefields.  

Key 4  How can we equip and mentor a new type of leader for this time?  

Key 5  Transformation for all leaders must begin in the inner man. 

Key 6  We are an apostolic movement who has been rising to be God’s army on earth.   

Key 7  Our Lighthouses must transform and pulsate with life as Kingdom communities that 
produces other Kingdom communities and Kingdom people until the whole earth is covered.    

Key 8  God is standing before us and asking us how far we want to go as His people, His army, to 

train and equip others and to shift atmospheres over nations. 

Key 9  It is our responsibility and joy to produce hundreds of thousands of warriors and champions 
around the world who are able to take advantage of every situation coming their way. 

Key 10  We influence those around us out of our identity and understanding of who we are 
becoming that is even more powerful than who we are today. 

Key 11  It is not enough for us to p-r-a-y.  We must make the enemy our p-r-e-y! 

Key 12  New role assignments are coming, be ready to step into yours without hesitation.  

Key 13  How you see yourself in the eyes of God is critical.   

Key 14  How you see yourself in the eyes of God is critical and partnering with that will affect the 
enemy in your neighborhood.   

Key 15  Warriors need opposition to grow.  
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Key 16  The whole point of training is that it creates the scenarios where you learn how to 
overcome.   

Key 17  The enemy looks for people who will step out of their identity and give up their place.  Stay 
put. 

Key 18  Every country needs people who can prosper when the rest of the nation is in fear so that 
the power of the Kingdom can be seen.  

 Key 19  You are defined by the quality of opposition that is against you.   

Key 20  A majesty mindset will enable you to inherit against all odds.  

Key 21  A GameChanger, a person of a different spirit, wakes up with a majesty mindset that enables 
him/her to live out of a place of favor, a place of health, a place of plenty.   

Key 22  We determine how we are going to fight battles, not the enemy. 

Key 23  Intimacy with God eliminates fear. 

Key 24  A promise is when God goes into your future and comes back with a guarantee that will go 
with you into the situation. 

Key 25  Great leaders create momentum that those around them can step into. 

Key 26  Having an exaggerated awareness of evil blocks us from receiving God’s goodness. 

Key 27  In every situation, you have to question those events in the context of who God is for you. 

Key 28  The breakthrough that you experience positions you to bring the same breakthrough for 
others. 

Key 29  We reflect the nature of the realm that we live from.  

Key 30  Keep your focus on the Presence and Majesty.  

Key 31  Negativity has no place in a GameChanger! 

Key 32  Determine how you will show up in every situation you face BEFORE the situation comes. 

Key 33  To reach your destiny, you must know how to stand in the Presence of God. 

Key 34  A GameChanger can step into favor no matter how difficult the situation. 

Key 35  Leaders who are operating in their Heavenly identity, develop Heavenly identity in the 
others around them. 

Key 36  If a miracle is needed,  it is because one is available. 


